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Regional innovation systems

Innovation and economic development

The Schumpeterian roots: 

- growth vs. development as a qualitative, evolutionary and cyclical 
process driven by innovation;

- inventions vs. (product, process and organizational) innovations 
and the role of the ‘entrepreneur’; 

- radical innovation, «creative disruption», diffusion/imitation and 
STANDARDIZATION (innovation’s life-cycle; short-term oligopolistic 
profits and long-term perfect competition equilibrium) 

The implications for regional economic development (-> lock-in vs. re-
specialization)

Spaces of innovation

Research&Development
Laboratories

Main inventions: Transistor 
(1947), First transistor-based
computer (1954), First trans-
oceanic telephon cable
(1956), First electronic music 
software (1958), Laser (1960), 
Elecrtic microphone (1964), 
Cosmic radiation (1965), First 
telecommunication satellite 
(1966), Unix operative system
(1969), Optic fibre (1976), 32 
bit microprocessor (1980), 
Mobile telephone technology
(1980), VoiceOverInternet
(1998)... (9 Nobel prizes)
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Spaces of innovation

Research&Development
Laboratories

Manhattan, 1898-1966

Spaces of innovation

Research&Development
Laboratories

Holmdel Township, New 
Jersey, 1966-1982

Spaces of innovation

High-tech cluster: 
Silicon Valley

Spaces of innovation

Silicon Valley: Stanford University in the 1940s
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Silicon Valley 

Origins: Fred Terman from MIT to Stanford in 1925 / Foundation of 
Hewlett-Packard (1938) / Creation of the Stanford Industrial Park (1951) / 
William Shockley from Bell lab to Mountain View, starts Fairchild
semiconductor (1956-1957) / «Silicon Valley» (1971)

High-tech clusters (regional innovation systems; mileu innovateur)

- Concentration of firms specialized in emerging technologies

- University-firm innovation linkages (patents, spin-offs, 
industrial/research/technology parks)

- Firm-to-firm innovation linkages (formal and informal
cooperation, labour pooling, industrial spin-offs, synergies)

- High rates of new business formation (start-ups, incubators)

- Venture capital (high risk ‘seed capital’ provided by individual
investors or specialized funds to start-ups in exchange of 
ownership stakes)

- The territory as an open lab for experimentation of new products, 
technologies, markets, thanks to knowledge spillovers…

The competitive advantages of Silicon Valley

- Relational assets (vs. location factors or standard external 
economies)

- University-industry linkages and spin-offs

- Risk-seeking attitude, industrial spin-offs (e.g. ‘Fairchildren’)

- Knowledge spillovers: vertical and horizontal, volunteer and non-
volunteer, formal and informal knowledge transfers (e.g. high 
employee turnover)

- Firm-to-firm explicit competition + informal cooperation (vs. 
input/output relationships)

- The trasformation of labour relationships: horizontality, 
informality, creativity, serendipidity

- The importance of (informal) occasions for socialization

- Lock-in vs. re-specialization

“While the engineers and professionals of Silicon Valley were creating an 
industrial community that blurred the boundaries between firms, they 
were also eliminating the traditional boundaries between employers and 
employees and between corporate functions within the firm. In their 
place, they were creating interdependent confederations of project teams 
that were linked by intense, informal communications and that mirrored
the region’s decentralized industrial structure” (A.L. Saxenian, Regional
Advantage: culture and competition in Silicon Valley and Route 128).

Informal meeting places in Silicon Valley

Wagon Wheel restaurant, 1969                                Homebrew Computer club, 1978
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Silicon Valley vs. Route 128, Boston (A.L. Saxenian)

Proximity, dense and informal relationships, radical 
disintegrated/decentred industrial structures are crucial in times of 
uncertainty and rapid technological changes

«Clustering alone does not create mutually beneficial
interdependencies». «External economies provide little assistance» 

-> the peculiarity of the local socio-cultural ecology and sub-
culture is crucial to explain disintegration, cooperation, informality, 
risk-seeking, careerism, local ‘conventions’, sense of belonging

The «Californian ideology» (Barbrook-Cameron): hippy + nerd 
countercultures = techno-utopianism, technological determinism, 
economic neoliberalism, radical individualism, libertarianism

“Untraded interdependencies” (Dosi 1984, Lundvall 1988, Storper
1995, 1997):

“Untraded”… / agglomeration and the advantages of proximity are 
due to indirect, non-market relationships between firms

The limits of transaction costs theory and of explanations based on 
traded/market or input/output relationships

…“Interdependencies”: those local ‘conventions’, informal rules, ways 
of doing and ways of thinking are crucial to coordinate economic
agents in conditions of uncertainty and to interpret technological
change -> interdependencies between firms and territorial
embeddeness
The limits of external economies theory: the density of 
indirect/informal relationships is not the result of micro-economic
advantages

“Learning regions” (Storper 1997) and regional innovation systems

Relational assets as crucial, region-specific, non replicable assets

Economic development as an interpersonal, collective learning
process, embedded in specific localities and requiring peculiar
cultural and institutional conditions. 

Innovation as a social, collective and localized process (vs. oligopoly
and R&D)

= relations + institutions + culture + learning

What is the relationship between learning, external human capital 
and geographical space? -> a) the theory of ‘tacit knowledge’; b) 
the empirical analysis of knowledge spillovers

The theory of tacit/non-codifiable knowledge

Codified (formal, explicit) knowledge: simple, non proprietary 
information; easy to express, to codify (write, communicate), to 
transmit and to interpret.

Tacit (non-codifiable, contextual) knowledge (Michael Polanyi 1967, 
“We can know more than we can tell”): complex, multi-dimensional, 
proprietary information -> learning by doing, learning by seeing; 
experience; observation; imitation. 

The importance of “being there”, weak social ties, direct 
experience/observation (e.g. on the job training), informal occasions 
for information exchange, face-to-face contacts, ..rumors, when 
information is imperfect, rapidly changing (uncertainty), and not 
easily codified, and for all information- or knowledge-intensive 
industries (e.g. high-tech, finance, advanced services, 
knowledge/cultural/creative industries).
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High-tech cluster and regional innovation system as “local buzz”: 
place with a high density of transmitters and receivers (Storper-
Venables, Buzz: face-to-face contacts and the urban economy).

Proximity and density favor innovation, lower transaction costs, 
facilitate coordination and solve incentive problems, because it
permits more frequent/effective face-to-face contacts

The advantages of FACE-TO-FACE CONTACTS: efficient
communication technology, facilitate socialization and learning, 
provides psychological motivation

High-tech clusters vs. planned technology parks (Castells-Hall, 
Technopoles of the World)

1) Spontaneous/semi-planned technopoles: e.g. Silicon Valley, 
Boston 128

2) Science cities: pure research complexes, e.g. Akademgorodok
(Siberia), Taedok (Korea), Tsukuba and Kansai (Japan)

3) Technology parks: big firms, state agencies, universities, e.g. 
Hsinchu (Taiwain), Sophia-Antipolis (France), Cambridge (UK) 

4) Technopoles: state-driven, e.g. MITI’s technopoles in Japan, e.g. 
Okayama, Hiroshima, Yamaguchi and Kumamoto (1983)

5) (Metropolitan areas…)

Spaces of innovation.. Cities and innovation: Jacobs externalities, density + diversity
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Start-up incubators, fab labs, hackerspaces… Googleplex

Spaces of innovation

Bell Labs, New Jersey, 1966

Googleplex, 2013

Covid-19 and remote work…

Percentage of remote workers in 
some European countries, in 2019 
and June-July 2020 (Source: 
Eurostat, Eurofound) 
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Analysis and modelling of knowledge spillovers (firm-to-firm or 
university-firm innovation linkages)

Vs. New Economic Geography: “Knowledge flows are invisible, they
leave no paper trail by which they may be measured and tracked” 
(Krugman 1991, p. 53)

Paper trails…: use/licensing of patents; citations of patents in other
patents; mobility of workers or researchers; spin-offs from firms or 
research entities; formal collaborations (e.g. joint ventures); firm-to-
firm vertical and horizontal knowledge transfer; etc.

Proximity and knowledge spill-overs: knowledge is a local public 
good (non-rival, non-excludable), or common good (rival, non-
excludable) -> the importance of places/regions and ‘being there’

Analysis of knowledge spillovers: indirect methods

1) regional innovation/knowledge production function: 
Innovation output i (t+1) (number of patents, patents licensing, new 
products, etc.) = f(R&D expendituresi t0, university research fundingi t0)
+ control variables. i = metropolitan area, region, (countries)
Those regions where innovation inputs are higher, are those where
the innovation output is higher? To what extent (i.e. leakages effects)? 
In which areas/industries? What is the (regional) impact of 
private/firms’ research vs. public/university’s research? Who benefit 
the most (e.g. small vs. big firms)?

2) Correlation between geographic concentration of firms in a given
industry, and the innovation/technological/knowledge intensity of 
that industry (e.g. Audretsch and Feldman 1996).

Analysis of knowledge spillovers: direct methods
Paper trails..: patents licensing or cross-citations; workers/ 
researchers mobility; joint projects and collaborations; spin-offs..

- To what extent the probability of a patent being cited in another
patent decreases along with increasing distance? (e.g. Jaffe 1993: 
the probability of cross-citations in the same city is 5-10 higher). 

- The impact of the mobility of workers, researchers or inventors: 
e.g. the probability of a given invention to be applied in a firm is
higher close to where the inventor lives (e.g. Zucker-Darby 1996)?

Results: …proximity favor knowledge spillovers. Innovation intensity
and firms’ concentration are correlated (Audretsch and Feldman
1996). University patents are more ‘fertile’ than firms’ patents. Firm-
to-firm horizontal and vertical knowledge spillovers are crucial in 
particular for small firms.

Policy implications: synergies and networking! Triple helix (firms, 
universities, governments). ‘Smart specialization’.

The ‘creative class’ and urban development (Richard Florida)

Innovation, technologies, human capital vs. creativity

The ‘creative class’: scientists, engineers, researchers, artists, 
entertainers, actors, designers, cultural figures, opinion-leaders, 
knowledge workers, business management (30% of the workforce).

Where do they decide to live? Big, lively, diverse, open, ‘creative’ 
cities ->  «the companies follow the people – or are started by 
them» (vs. human capital flows towards the richest regions).

The 3T Model: Technology, Talent (human capital) + Tolerance (gay 
and bohemian index)

Cities/regions must attract creative people (vs. attracting firms or 
nurturing innovation and technologies) by providing a lively urban/ 
social infrastructure, «openness to diversity of all kinds, and the 
opportunity to validate their identities as creative people».
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Florida R. (2004) The rise of  the creative class and how it's transforming work, leisure, 
community and everyday life. Basic Books.

Florida R. (2016) The New Urban Crisis: How Our Cities Are Increasing Inequality, 
Deepening Segregation, and Failing the Middle Class, and What We Can Do About It. Basic 

Books.

..and its inter-urban, intra-urban, neighbourhood effects

Spaces of innovation: local ‘buzzes’ vs. ‘global pipelines’ 
(transnational networks of innovation)

Example: anti-Covid-19 mRNA vaccines

Anti-Covid-19 mRNA vaccines: places where the key final patents
were deposited (and inventors per place of deposit)
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Anti-Covid-19 mRNA vaccines: places where the inventors of key
patents got their PhD

Anti-Covid-19 mRNA vaccines: places where the patents cited by 
Pfizer-BioNTech’s mRNA vaccine patents were deposited (and source 
of funding)

Spaces of innovation

External relations Internal relations

Localized
relations

Cluster: R&D:

‘Local buzz’, informality, 
experimentation, 
serendipidity

Internal economies of 
scale, hierarchy, control

Trans-local
relations

Global 
networks/collaborations: Diversification, 

dispersion and 
specialization of R&D 
laboratories

‘Global pipelines’, 
formality, 
planned/targeted
approach

Evolutionary economics and evolutionary economic geography

The Schumpeterian roots (development as a qualitative, evolutionary 
and cyclical process driven by radical innovation and ‘creative 
disruptions’).

Evolutionary economics: technological and organizational 
standardization as a strategy for firms/capital to save on «cognitive 
resources» and skilled labour, through organizational, cognitive and 
motivational “routines” to make production standardized, simple, 
repeatable, predictable, knowledge codifiable, and production 
transferable/otusourceable.

The innovation and technical/organizational change as a non linear 
process, specific to any organization/firm, but inertial (-> path 
dependency; lock-ins; evolutionary metaphors: adaptation, selective 
environment, homogeneity and heterogeneity, resilience, etc..)

Nelson-Winter (1982) An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change
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Evolutionary economic geography (Boschma, Frenken, etc.)

Emphasis on the specificity and path-dependency of organizational 
dynamics (firms), in a contingent selective environment (market 
dynamics), vs. (the irrelevance of) place-specific factors and 
institutional processes

Evolutionary perspectives on clusters: the life-cycle model

1) (a-r-k-w): typical ecological
cycle (lock-in/decline or ri-
specialization?)

2) (a-r-r1-r2…): constant
change and adaptation

3) (a-r-k-a): re-orientation, re-
specialization

4) (a-d): failure of emerging
cluster

5) (a-r-k-w-d) 
disappearence of a mature 
cluster

Martin-Sunley (2011) Conceptualizing cluster evolution: beyond the life cycle model?

Evolutionary perspectives on clusters: branching model (Boschma)

Firms in clusters have lower survival rates with respect to non-
clutered firms, ie. do not enjoy and external economy of scale

Clustering may have nothing to do with external economies of scale, 
as well as institutional thickening, etc. …

Clustering is mainly driven by 
localized spin-offs, 
externalization and branching
from leading firms

Cluster’s maturation leads to 
de-branching and 
vertical/horizontal integration
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Regional development and evolutionary economic geography

Regional development (or cluster evolution) is a matter of how
organizations (and individuals) adapt to a changing external (market and 
technological) environment (vs. the relative irrelevance of places and 
institutions).

Change is path-dependent: ‘the economic landscape of regions inherits the legacy 
of its own past’. The importance of technological/market standardization, and 
the risk of regional lock-ins.

Agglomeration may be not due to external economies of scale, but due to 
spinoffs from larger firms/organizations (branching), followed by 
standardization and de-branching.

Agglomeration is due to micro-economic advantages and external of 
economies of scale? Productivity vs. Firms' rates of survival…

Specialization or diversity (Marshall or Jacobs)? -> 'Related (vs. unrelated) 
variety’ or diversification is crucial to favour adaptability, re-specialization, 
innovation.

Relational perspectives

The (local, trans-local, global) ‘network’ as a crucial unit of analysis 
(vs. regions, bounded ‘territories’, proximity, territorial 
embeddedness, etc.; e.g. clusters as nodes in global networks)

Example: the exchange of (tacit) knowledge requires geographical 
proximity?

The exchange of (tacit) knowledge, control and coordination, intense 
social relationships, etc., require geographical proximity?

- New information and communication technologies improve the 
reach, depth, functionality and effectiveness of information and 
knowledge flows across distant locations.

- Routines, technological standardization, global standards, etc., 
reduce the reliance on tacit knowledge and improve the possibility 
to codify (and transfer) complex, multi-dimensional, specific, 
proprietary information.

- Human mobility of workers, managers, researchers as “temporary 
proximities”. Relationships con function pretty well at-a-distance, 
but require moments of physical co-presence (John Urry).

-> Proximity is (still) crucial, but geographical proximity is not 
necessary.. -> ‘relational proximities’
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Organizational proximity: members of an organization (firm) can be 
dispersed, but interact intensively thanks to specific infrastructure, 
mobility and ‘temporary proximities’, the sharing of 
standards/common practices/routines

Technological proximity: using similar technologies and participating
in the same market faciliate the development of conventions and way 
of doing/seeing that reduce transaction costs and the costs of 
coordination (at-a-distance).

Cognitive proximity: teams, «community of practices» (collaborating
or working on the same project), «epistemic communities» (that use 
the same language and knowledge), can also work, collaborate and 
share knowledge at-a-distance

Social, institutional or cultural proximities: living in places that are 
similar in terms of social norms, institutional setting, culture, 
language, creates affinities, trust, common practices, facilitate 
exchanges and interaction (e.g. ethnic economies, FDI)

Relational proximities and innovation

In the innovation process, geographical and non-geographical
proximities are often combined, but can also be complementary.

Too much proximity can be harmful…, as it reduces variety, prevents
adaptation, produces organizational, technological, cognitive, social, 
institutions, cultural lock-ins, inertia, rigiditiy, clientelism…

Boschma, 2005, Proximity and innovation, Regional Studies


